
Modern algebra 

K1 Level Questions 

UNIT I 

1. If order of group G is b挠 ,where p is prime then 
a. G is abelian 
b. G is not abelian 
c. G is ring 
d. None of these 

2. If G is a group, for a	∈ G ,N(a) is the normalize of a then	∀  x ∈  N(a) a. 	. = .	 b. 果 =̟ p c. ̟果= p d. 果 ≠̟ ̟果 
3. If G is a group , then for all a, b G 

a. (̟瑰)能囊 = ̟能囊瑰能囊 
b. (.椒)能谜		 = 椒能谜.能谜 
c. 纵̟瑰邹能囊= ̟瑰 
d. 纵̟瑰邹能囊= 瑰  ̟

4. If G is a set of integers and ̟.瑰	 ≡ 	̟ − 瑰 , then G is  
a. Quasi-group 
b. Semi  group 
c. Monoid 
d. Group 

5. In a group G , for each element  a ∈ G , there is  
a. No inverse  
b. A unique inverse .能谜∈ 	舰 
c. More than one inverse 
d. None of these 6. If p is a prime number and b	|f(剐)	,棍ℎpc		̟	 ∈ 	剐 
a. .脚	 ∈ 	舰 
b. ̟颇∉ G 
c. ̟颇⊂ 	剐 
d. ̟颇⊃ 剐 

7. If G is a group of order  c then , order of identity element is 
a. One 
b. Greater  than one  
c. n  
d. none of these 

8. If	̟	 ∈ 	剐 is of order	c	̟cȍ	b is prime to n , then order of ̟颇 is  
a. n  



b. one  
c. less than n  
d. greater than n  

 
 

9. If the order of elements	̟	,̟能囊∈ 剐	are	桂	̟cȍ	c respectively then a. Ţ		 = 	矫 b. 桂	 ≠ 	c c. 桂	 = 	c	 = 0 d. cfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
10. If in a group 剐	,̟	 ∈ 剐 ,the order of a is n and order of ̟颇 is m then  a. Ţ	 ≤ 	矫 b. 桂	 ≥ 	c c. 桂	 = 	c	 d. cfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
11. The identity permutation is  

a. Even permutation 
b. Odd permutation  
c. Neither even nor odd 
d. None of these 

12. The product of even permutation is 
a. Even permutation 
b. Odd permutation  
c. Neither even nor odd 
d. None of these 

13. The inverse if an even permutation is  
a. Even permutation 
b. Odd permutation  
c. Even or odd permutation 
d. None of these 14. The product of	(1	2	4	5)(3	2	1	5	4)aı	 
a. (弥	米) 
b. (1	5) 
c. (3	4	1) 
d. (1	5	3	1) 

15. The inverse of an odd permutation is  
a. Even permutation 
b. Odd permutation  
c. Even or odd permutation 
d. None of these 

16. If	瑰	̟cȍ	规 are the inverse of some elements 	̟	 ∈ 剐, then  a. 椒= 	Ʀ 



b. 瑰	 ≠ 规 c. 瑰= 	荒规	,Ųfǲ	ı̟桂p	荒 d. cfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
 
 

17. Let Z be a set of integers , then under ordinary multiplication(Z,·) is 
a. Monoid 
b. Semi group 
c. Quasi group 
d. Group 

18. 寡乖 is a sub group of G if a. 剑溅	 = 溅剑 b. 寡乖	 ⊂ 	乖寡 c. 寡乖	 ⊃ 乖寡 d. 寡乖	 ≠ 	乖寡 
19. If G = 走1,− 1, a − a奏 is a multiplicative group then order of	– a is  

a. One  
b. Two 
c. Three 
d. Four 

20. If G is a group of even order ,∀	a≠ e if ̟挠= p then G is  
a. Abelian group 
b. Sub group 
c. Normal group 
d. None of these 

UNIT II 

1. If G =走纵0	,1,2,3,4邹, + 闹奏 the order of 2 is  
a. One  
b. Two 
c. Three 
d. Four 

2. Every group of prime order is  
a. Cyclic  
b. Abelian 
c. Sub group 
d. Normal group 

3. The number of elements in a group is  
a. Identity of group 
b. Order of group 
c. Inverse of group 



d. None of these 

4. A	fcp	–fcp mapping of finite group onto itself is  
a. Isomorphism  
b. Homomorphism 
c. Automorphism 
d. None of these 

 
 5. If in a group 剐,∀	̟ ∈ 	剐 

a. (̟能囊)能囊= ̟ 
b. (̟能囊)能囊= ̟能囊 
c. (̟能囊)能囊= ̟挠 
d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 

6. If Ų = 纵2	3邹 and 龟= (4	5) be two permutations on five symbols 1,2,3,4,5	棍ℎpc	龟Ų is  
a. 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹囊	脑	闹	恼	挠守 

 
b. 试囊	挠	脑	闹	淖囊	恼	淖	闹	恼守 

 

c. 试囊	挠	脑	闹	呢囊	恼	淖	恼	囊守 
 

d. 试谜	弥	米	秘	觅谜	米	弥	觅	秘守 
 

7. Given  permutation 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹	淖	淖	囊	挠	闹	恼	淖守 is equivalent to  
a. (1 6 3 2)(2 1) 
b. (1 6 3 2)(1 1) 
c. (1 6 3 2)(4 5) 
d. (1 6 3 2)(5 4) 

8. If the given permutation are 故= 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹挠	脑	囊	闹	恼守,顾= 	试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹囊	脑		恼	闹	挠守find 顾故 
a. 试谜	弥	米	秘	觅弥	谜	觅	秘	米守 

 

b. 试挠	囊	闹	脑	闹囊	淖	恼	挠	囊守 
 

c. 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹囊	挠	闹	恼	囊守 
 

d. 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹囊	挠	脑	恼	闹守 
 
9. If number of left cosets of H in G are c and the number of right cosets of H in G are 桂 then a. Ţ = 矫 b. 桂≥ c c. 桂≤ c 



d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
10. If H is a sub group of finite group G and order of H and G are respectively 桂	̟cȍ		c then 

a. Ţ|矫 
b. c|桂 
c. 桂∤ c d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 

 

11. If	剐 is a finite group of order c ,then for every a∈ G , we have 
a. .矫= 胶 an identity element 
b. ̟坡= ̟能囊 
c. ̟坡= ̟ d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 

12. If  寡囊̟ cȍ	寡挠 are two sub groups of G then following is also  sub group of  G  
a. 剑谜∩剑弥 
b. 寡囊∪寡挠 
c. 寡囊寡挠 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 

13. The set M of square matrices (of same order) with respect to matrix multiplication is  
a. Group 
b. Semi group 
c. Monoid 
d. Quasi group 

14. If (G,∗) is a group and ∀ ̟	,瑰	 ∈ G 瑰能囊∗ ̟能囊∗瑰∗ ̟ = p , then	剐 is  
a. Abelian group 
b. Non abelian group 
c. Ring 
d. Field 

15. If G is a group such that ̟挠= p	,∀	̟	 ∈ 剐 ,then  G is  
a. Abelian group 
b. Non abelian group 
c. Ring 
d. Field 

16. If Ų = (2	3) and 龟= (4	5) are two permutations on 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 then Ų龟 is  

a. 试谜	弥	米	秘	觅谜	米	弥	觅	秘	守 
 

b. 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹囊	挠	挠	闹	淖守 
 

c. 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹囊	挠	恼	闹	淖守 
 

d. 试囊	挠	脑	恼	闹囊	挠	脑	恼	闹守 



 
17. If 	c is the order of element ̟ of group G then ̟屏 = p , an identity element if 

a. 桂|c 
b. 矫|Ţ 
c. 桂悔c 
d. c ∤ 桂 

 

18. The order of element in a group G is  
a. One 
b.  Zero 
c. Order of a group 
d. Less than order of a group 

19. If	̟ ,	̟能囊∈ 剐 a group and order of ̟	̟cȍ ̟能囊 are 桂	̟cȍ	c	respectively then a. 桂> c b. 桂< c c. Ţ = 矫 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
20. If ̟,瑰	 ∈ 	剐	, a group of order m then order of ̟瑰	̟cȍ	瑰 	̟ are 

a. Same  
b. Equal to m 
c. Unequal  
d. None of these 

UNIT III 

1. If G = 走1,− 1奏 is a group , then the order of	1 is  
a. One  
b. Two 
c. Zero 
d. None of these 

2. The product of permutations	(1	2	3	) ∙ (2	4	3) ∙ (1	3	4)is equal to 
a. 饯 

 
b. 试囊	挠	脑	恼闹	淖	挠	囊守 

 

c. 试囊	挠	闹	囊囊	淖	闹	囊守 
 

d. 试囊	挠	闹	脑囊	挠	脑	恼守 
 

3. The permutations 试囊	挠	闹	脑	恼	脑	恼	囊	闹	挠守 is equal to  
a. (1 5)(1 3)(2 4) 



b. (1 )(2)(3) 
c. (1 3 5)(5 6) 
d. (1 4 2)(5 3) 

4. Given the permutation 规= (1	2	3	4	5	6	7) then 规脑 is  
a. (1 3 5 7 2 4) 
b. (1 4 7 3 6 2 5 ) 
c. (1 7 6 5 4 3 2 ) 
d. � 

 

5. If 规= 纵1	2	3	4邹	棍ℎpc	规挠 is  
a. (1 3 )(2 4) 
b. (1 3) 
c. (2 4) 
d. (2 3)(3 1) 

6. Statement A :  All cyclic group are abelian  
Statement B:  The order of cyclic group is same as the order of its generator 
a. A and B are False 
b. A is true and B is false 
c. B is true , A is false  
d. A and B are true 

7. Statement A : Every isomorphic image of a cyclic group is cyclic  
 Statement B: Every homomorphic image of a cyclic group is cyclic 
a. Both A and Bare true  
b. Both A and B are false 
c. A is true only  
d. B is true only 

8. A  element ̟颇 of an finite cyclic group G of order n is a generator of 剐 if 0< b < c and also  
a. 脚 is prime to 矫 
b. b is the multiple of c 
c. c is the multiple of c 
d. None of these 

9. If 剐 is the finite group of order n, ̟ ∈ 剐	and order of a is 桂 , if	剐	is the cyclic then a. Ţ > c b. 桂< c c. 桂= c d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
10. If	̟	 ∈ 剐	is a generator of a cyclic group and order of a is c < ∞ then order of a cyclic group 

m is  a. �cŲaca棍裹 b. Ţ = 矫 c. 桂> c 



d. 桂< c 
11. Let  G = 走1,− 1奏 then under ordinary multiplication (G , ∙) is  

a. Monoid  
b. Semi group 
c. Quasi group 
d. Group 

 

 

12. Let 冠 be a set of rational numbers under ordinary addition (冠	, + ) is  
a. Monoid  
b. Semi group 
c. Quasi group 
d. Group 

13. Let 	剐 be a group of square matrices of same order with respect to matrix multiplication 
then It is not a 
a. Quasi group 
b. Abelian  group 
c. Semi group 
d. None of these 

14. If 剐 is a finite group , then for every ̟ ∈ 剐 then order ̟ is  
a. Finite 
b. Infinite 
c. Zero 
d. None of these 

15. In the additive group of integers , the order of every element  ̟ ≠ 0 is  
a. Infinity 
b. One  
c. Zero 
d. None of these 

16. In a additive group of integers , the order of identity element is  
a. Zero 
b. One 
c. Infinity 
d. None of these 

17. In the additive group G of integers the order of inverse element ̟能囊	,∀	̟	 ∈ 剐 is 
a. Zero 
b. One 
c. Infinity 
d. None of these 

18. The singleton 走0奏 with binary operations addition and multiplication is ring and it is called  



a. Zero ring 
b. Division ring 
c. Singleton ring 
d. None of these 

19. The element ̟ ≠ 0 ∈ 观, the commutative ring is an integral domain if  
a. ̟瑰= 0,瑰∈ 观	̟cȍ	瑰= 0 
b. .椒= 迷,椒∈ 江	.矫Ƒ	椒	 ≠ 迷 
c. ̟瑰≠ f,瑰∈ 观	̟cȍ	瑰= 0 
d. ̟瑰= 0	,瑰∈ 观	̟cȍ	瑰= f	 

 

20. A ring	观 is a integral domain if  
a. 	观 is a commutative ring  
b. 观	is a commutative ring with zero divisor 
c. 江 is a commutative ring with non zero divisor 
d. 观 is a ring with zero divisor 

UNIT IV  

1. A ring	观 with binary operation addition is an abelian group. It with binary operation 
multiplication , ∀	̟,瑰	 ∈ 观,̟.瑰= 瑰.̟, then R is  
a. Commutative ring  
b. Integral domain 
c. Field 
d. Null ring 

2. If a ring 观	 ≠ 走0奏 has a multiplicative identity 1 then  a. 1 > 0 b. 1 = 0 c. 谜≠ 迷 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
3. An element  ̟ ∈ (观, + , ∙)  a ring is nilpotent if for some positive integer n is  

a. .矫= 迷 
b. ̟坡= ̟   
c. ̟坡= 1 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 

4. The following statement is false  
a. The intersection of two non- empty  sub ring is a sub ring 
b. The intersection of two non empty sub group is a sub group 
c. A skew field have zero divisor  
d. An integral domain have zero divisor 

5. If Ų is a isomorphism of a ring (观囊	, + 	, ∙) onto ring ( 观囊烛	, + 烛	, ∙烛) and  
       故: Isomorphic image of a field is a field 



顾: Isomorphic image of a division ring is a division ring 固: Isomorphic image of a ring with unity is a ring with unity 
Then a. 贱		,见,键	.角胶	缴角绞胶	 b. 故	̟cȍ	顾	̟ǲp	Ų̟癸ıp c. 顾	̟cȍ	固	̟ǲp	Ų̟癸ıp	 d. 故	aı	Ų̟癸ıp 

6. A field having no proper sub field is  
a. Prime  field 
b.  Division field 
c. Integral domain 
d.  None of these 

7. The following statement is false 
a. Every field is a integral domain  
b. Every integral domain is a field 
c. Every field is a ring  
d. Every ring is a group 

8. The non zero element ̟,瑰 of the ring (观, + 	,∙) are called zero divisors if  
a. ..椒	 = 	迷	 
b. 	̟.瑰	 = 	1 
c. ̟.瑰	 ≠ 	0 
d. ̟.瑰	 ≠ 	1 

9. A field is defined as  
a. Division ring  
b. Commutative ring 
c. Integral domain 
d. Finite integral domain 

10. A commutative ring	观	with unity is called integral domain if ̟,瑰∈ 观  
a. ̟瑰= 0	 ⇒ ̟ ≠ 0,瑰≠ 0 
b. .椒= 迷	 ⇒ . = 迷,椒= 迷 
c. ̟瑰= 0	 ⇒ ̟ = 瑰 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 

11. The generators of the group 剐 =走̟,̟挠,̟脑,̟恼= p奏 are 
a. .	侥矫搅轿 
b.  ̟	̟cȍ	̟挠  
c. ̟	̟cȍ	̟脑 
d. ̟	̟cȍ	̟恼 
12. If 剐 =走1,− 1奏 is a group with ordinary multiplication the order of − 1 is  
a. One  
b. Two 
c. Zero 
d. None of these 



13. Let	观	̟cȍ	观′	be two arbitrary  ring , ɸ : R→R' defined as ɸ(a) = 0 for all ̟ ∈ 观 then ,  
a. ɸ is homomorphism 
b. ɸ is automorphism 
c. ɸ is isomorphism 
d. none of these 
14. The homomorphism ɸ of rings 观	ac棍f	观′ is isomorphism If the kernel �(ɸ) is  
a. 饯纵ɸ邹= (迷) 
b. �纵ɸ邹= 观 
c. �纵ɸ邹观′ 
d. None of these 
15. If U is an ideal ring	观 , then  a. 桨/江	骄饺	.	角骄矫郊	 b. 观/罐	aı	̟	ǲac龟 c. 观罐	aı	̟	ǲac龟	 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
16. A field is a  
a. Vector space  
b. Integral domain  
c. Division ring  
d. Commutative division ring 
17. If integral domain D is of finite characteristic , then its characteristics is 
a. Odd number 
b. Even number 
c. Prime number 
d. Natural number 
18. A commutative divisional ring is  
a. Vector space  
b. Group 
c. Integral domain 
d. Field 

 

19. A commutative division ring is  
a. Finite integral domain  
b. Integral domain 
c. Zero ring 
d. None of these 
20. If 	观 is a commutative ring with unit element ,	怪 is a maximum ideal of	观 if  a. 江/建	骄饺	.	交骄胶搅Ƒ	 b. 怪/观	aı	̟	Ųap癸ȍ	 c. 观怪	aı	̟	Ųap癸ȍ	 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 



UNIT V 
1. If 观 is a commutative ring with unit element ,	怪 is a ideal of	观	̟cȍ	观/怪	is a finite integral 

domain then a. 建	骄饺	Ţ.	骄Ţ.搅	骄Ƒ胶.搅	侥交	江	 b. 怪	aı	cf棍	̟	桂̟果a桂̟癸	aȍp̟癸	fŲ	观 c. 怪	aı	̟	桂aca桂̟癸	aȍp̟癸	fŲ	观 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
2. If R is an Euclidean ring and  ̟,瑰∈ 观	.If b ≠ 0 is not a unity R then 
a. Ƒ纵.邹< ȍ纵.椒邹 
b. ȍ(̟) > ȍ(̟瑰) 
c. ȍ纵̟邹= ȍ(̟瑰) d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
3. If 观 is a commutative ring, with unit element then 
a. Every maximal ideal is a prime ideal 
b. Every prime ideal is a maximal ideal 
c. Every ideal is a prime ideal 
d. Every ideal is a maximal ideal 
4. A set of all even integers is a ring  
a. Commutative ring  
b. Integral domain 
c. Field 
d. None of these 
5. Every integral domain is not a  
a. Field  
b. Commutative ring 
c. Ring 
d. Abelian group with respective addition 
6. If the ring R is such that (̟瑰)挠=̟挠瑰挠, ̟,瑰∈ 观 , then a. 江	骄饺	Ʀ侥ŢŢ绞缴.缴骄剿胶	 b. 观	aı	cf棍	规f桂桂锅棍̟棍a郭p c. 观	aı	过pǲf	ǲac龟	 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
7. If the ring 观 is finite and commutative with unit element , then  
a.  Every maximal ideal is a prime ideal 
b. Every ideal is a maximal ideal  
c. Every prime ideal is a maximal ideal 
d. a and c are both true 
8. The set 管 of square matrices of same order with respect matrix addition , is a  
a. Quasi group 
b. Semi group 
c. Group 
d. Abelian group  



9. The set of square matrices order 2, with respect to matrix multiplication  
a. Quasi group 
b. Semi group 
c. Monoid 
d. Group 
10. The set of all non singular matrices of same order with respect to matrix multiplication is  
a. Quasi group 
b. Monoid 
c. Group 
d. Abelian group 
11. If  ̟,瑰∈ 剐 is a group then b is the conjugate to a if exists c ∈ G  
a. 椒= Ʀ能谜	.Ʀ 
b. ̟ = 规瑰 
c. 瑰= ̟规能囊 
d. 瑰= 规规能囊̟  
12. If Ư is a set of natural numbers then under binary operation a.b =a-b, (N, .) 
a. Quasi group 
b. Semi group 
c. Monoid 
d.  Group 
13. If p囊̟ cȍ	p挠	are two identity element of a group G then 
a. 胶谜= 胶弥 
b. p囊≠ p挠 
c. p囊= 规p挠,Ųfǲ	ıf桂p	规 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
14. 刮 is a set of even integers under ordinary addition and multiplication , then 刮 is a ring , 刮	is 

also  
a. Commutative ring 
b. Integral domain 
c. Field 
d. None of these  

 

15. If the ring 观 has left identity p囊̟ cȍ	ǲa龟ℎ棍	aȍpc棍a棍裹	p挠	 then  
a. 胶谜= 胶弥 
b. p囊≠ p挠 
c. p囊= 桂p挠 
d. cfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
16. If the ring 观 has a unity p囊̟ cȍ	p挠	棍ℎpc	 
a. 胶谜= 胶弥 
b. p囊≠ p挠 
c. p囊= 桂p挠 



d. cfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
17. If in a ring with unity (果裹)挠= 果挠裹挠, ∀	果,裹∈ 观) then  a. 观	aı	̟	规f桂桂锅棍̟棍a郭p	ǲac龟 b. 江	骄饺	.	骄矫缴胶郊角.搅	Ƒ侥Ţ.骄矫 c. 观	aı	̟	Ųap癸ȍ d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
18. If � is a integral domain and ̟ ≠ 0	 ∈ � then 
a. ̟挠= 0 
b. ̟挠≥ 0 
c. .弥≠ 迷 
d. None of these 
19. If integral domain � is of finite characteristic then  
a. �	aı	Ųaca棍p	fc癸裹 
b. �	aı	acŲaca棍p	fc癸裹 
c. 饯	骄饺	交骄矫骄缴胶	侥角	骄矫交骄矫骄缴胶	 d. Ưfcp	fŲ	棍ℎpıp 
20. A ring (观, + , ∙	) Is said to have zero divisor if  
a. ̟,瑰	 ∈ 观,̟.瑰= 0	 ⇒ ̟ ≠ 0	fǲ	瑰≠ 0 
b. .,椒	 ∈ 江,..椒= 迷	 ⇒ . ≠ 迷	.矫Ƒ		椒≠ 迷 
c. ̟,瑰	 ∈ 观,̟.瑰= 0	 ⇒ ̟ = 0	fǲ	瑰= 0 
d. ̟,瑰	 ∈ 观,̟.瑰= 0	 ⇒ ̟ = 0	̟cȍ		瑰= 0  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

  
 

  

 
 



Modern Algebra 

K2 Level Questions 

UNIT I 

1. Define Sub Group. 
A Subset H of group G is called a subgroup of G if H forms a group with respect to the 
binary operation in G. 

2. Define Group. 
A Non empty set of element G is said to form a group, if in G there is defined a binary 
operation with Closure, Associative, Identity, inverse Property under addition or 
multiplication is a group. 

3. Define Closure Property under addition. 
a+b ∈ G  for every a and b belongs to G. 

4. Define Associate Property under addition. 
(a+b)+c = a+ (b+c) where a,b,c ∈  G   

5. Define identity property under addition. 
a+e=e+a=a , e is the identity element for all a ∈  G   

6. Define Inverse property under addition. 
a+ (-a)=(-a)+a=0, -a is inverse of a where a ∈  G     

7. Define Abelian group. 
A group is said to be abelian commutative group, if it satisfies the condition a.b=b.a for 
all a,b belongs to G 

8. Define Order of G 
Number of elements in a group is called as order of G and it is denoted by O(G). 

9. Define Symmetric Group of degree n. 
If a group has n elements then it is denoted as Sn and it is called as Symmetric Group of 
degree n. 

10. Define Generator of G 
Let G be a group and let a belongs to G if <a>=G 

UNIT II 

1. Define Cyclic Group. 
A group G is cyclic if there exists an element a belongs to G such that <a>=G 

2. Define Cyclic Sub group. 
Let G be a group. Let a belongs to G. Then H={an/n ∈ Z} is a subgroup of G. H is called 
the cyclic subgroup of G generated by a and it is denoted by <a> 

3. Define Center of a group.  
If G is a group, then the center of G, denoted by z(G), is given by Z(G)={a ∈  G/ab=ba for 
all b ∈	 G}. 



4. Define Coset: 
Let H be a SubGroup of a group G. Let a ∈ G then the set aH{ah/h∈ H} is called the left coset 
of H defined by a in G. 

5. Define Index Of H in G 
Let H be a subgroup of G. The number of distinct left coset (or) right cosets of H in G is called 
the index of H in G and is denoted by [G: H] 

6. State Lagrange theorem. 
If G is a finite Group and H is a Subgroup of G, then o(H) is a divisor of O(G). 

7. Define Order of a. 
If G is a group and a ∈	G, the order of a is the least positive integer m Such that am=e. 

8. State Euler’s Theorem 
If n is a positive integer and a is relatively prime to n, then 
ɸ(坡) ≡ 1 mod n. 

9. State Fermat theorem: 

If P is Prime Number and a is any integer, then aP≡ a mod P. 
10. Define normal Sub Group. 

A sub Group N of G is called a Normal Subgroup of G if aN=Na all a  ∈	  G. 

UNIT III 

1. Define Quotient Structure. 
Let G/N denote the collection of right cosets of N in G. Elements of G/N is the subsets in 
G. 

2. Define Quotient Group. 
If G is a group, N a normal subgroup of G, then G/n is also a group. It os called the 
quotient group or factor group of G by N. 

3. Define Homomorphism. 
A Mapping ɸ from a group G into a group G伸 is said to be homomorphism, If for all a,b ∈ 

G, ɸ(ab)= ɸ纵蕉邹 ɸ(椒). 
4. Give an Example for Homomorphism. 

If (G,+) and (G伸,∗) be a group then f(x)= 2x is Homomorphism of G 
5. Define Kernel of  ɸ. 

If  ɸ is a homomorphism of G into G伸, the kernel of ɸ, K	ɸ, is defined by k	ɸ = { x ∈	 G /  ɸ (x)= �̅,	�̅ = identity element of 剐穗}. 
6. Define Isomorphism 

A Homomorphism ɸ	 from G into G伸 is said to be an isomorphism if ɸ is one to one  
7. Give an example for isomorphism. 

If (G,+) and (G伸,∗) be a group then f(x)= 2x is Isomorphism of G 
8. State Fundamental theorem for Homomorphism. 

Let ɸ be a homomorphism of G into G伸 with kernel K. Then G/K ≈  G伸. 
9. Define a Non trivial normal Sub group. 



A Group is said to be simple if it has no non trivial homomorphic images, that is if it has 
no non trivial normal subgroup. 

10. State Cauchys theorem for abelian Group 
Suppose G is a finite abelian Group and P/o(g), where P is a prime number. Then there is 
an element a ≠ e ∈	  G such that ap=e. 

UNIT IV 

1. State Sylows theorem for abelian group. 
If G is an abelian group of order o(G) and if P is a prime number, such that Pα/o(G). 
Pα+1 does not divides o(G), then G has a Subgroup of Order Pα. 

2. Define inner automorphism. 
If G be a group for g ∈	G define the mapping Tg: G→G by Tg(x)= gxg-1 for all x ∈	 G. Then Tg 
is an automorphism of G, called the inner automorphism of G. 

3. Define Group of inner automorphism. 
I(G) is a subgroup of A(G). I(G) is called the group of inner automorphisms. 

4. State Cayleys theorem 
Every group is isomorphic to a subgroup of A(s) for some appropriate S. 

5. Define Transposition 
A Permutation of cycle of length two is called Transposition. 

6. Define Even Permutation. 
A permutation θ ∈ Sn is said to be an even permutation if it can be expressed as product of an 
even number of transpositions. 

7. Define Ring with unit element. 
If there exist an element in R Such that a.1=1.a=a for every a in R. then R is called a ring with 
unit element 

8. Define commutative ring. 
If a.b=b.a in R then R is called Commutative ring. 

9. Give an example for commutative ring with unit element. 
R is the set of integer +ve , -ve and 0. +ve is the usual addition and (.) is the usual multiplication 
of integer and is a commutative ring with unit element 

10. Give an example for commutative ring but has no unit element 
R is set of even integers under the usual operation of addition and multiplication. Thus R is 
commutative ring but has no unit element. 

UNIT V 

1. Define Zero Divisor 
If R is a commutative ring then a≠0 ∈ R is said to be a zero divisor, if there exist a,b ∈	 R, such 
that a.b =0 

2. Define integral domain 
A commutative ring is an integral domain if it has no zero divisor 

3. Define Zero divisor 
A ring is said to be a division ring if its non zero elements forma group under multiplication. 



4. Define Field 
A commutative divisor ring is called a field 

5. Define Finite Field 
If field has only finite number of elements then it is called finite field 

6. State Pigen hole principle 
If n objects are distributed over m places and if n> m, then some plces receives atleast two object. 

7. Define characteristic 0 
An intergral domain D is said to be of characteristic 0, if the relation ma=0, when a≠0 is in D and 
where m is an integer can hold only if m=0. 

8. Define Finite Characteristic. 
An intergral domain D is said to be finite characteristic if there exists a +ve integer m . Such that 
ma=0 for all a ∈ D 

9. Define Homomorphism. 
A mapping ɸ	from	the	ring	R	into	the	Ring	江1 	is	said	to	be	homomorphism	if  ɸ(a+b)= ɸ纵
邹 +ɸ(瑰). ɸ(ab)= ɸ纵
邹 ɸ(瑰). 

10. Define Zero Homomorphism 
Trivially ɸ is a homomorphism and I(ɸ). ɸ is called Zero Homomorphism. 
 
 
 

  



Modern Algebra 

K3 Level Questions 

UNIT I 

1. State and Prove'顈Ű'v**顈P�fŰ	*顈国. 
2. Prove that if 
 is an abelian group, then for all 顈,瑰∈ 
	and all integers Ű, (顈.瑰)坡= 顈坡∙ 瑰坡  
3. If H is a non empty finite sub set of a group 
	顈Ű圭	, is closed under multiplication, and then	, 

is a sub group of	
. 

4. For all 顈 ∈ 
,,顈 = 诅果∈ 啤频≡ 果	Tf圭	,阻 
5. State and Prove	Ăr*vI’�	PℎvfIvT. 
6. State and Prove	ŅvIT顈P’�	PℎvfIvT. 
7. Given  顈,瑰 in a group
	, then the equation 顈.果= 瑰	顈Ű圭	裹.顈 = 瑰 have a unique solution for 果	顈Ű圭	裹	�Ű	
.  
8. If 
	is a group in which (顈.瑰)平= 顈平	.瑰平 for three consecutive integers 	归fI	顈**	顈,瑰∈ 
 , show 

that  
 is abelian. 
9. A non empty subset H of the group 
 is a sub group of	
 if  

I. 顈,瑰	 ∈ ,	�Ts*�v�	Pℎ顈P	顈瑰	 ∈ , 
II. 顈 ∈ ,	�Ts*�v�	Pℎ顈P	顈能囊∈ , 

10. Define sub group and if , is a non empty finite sub set of a group	
	顈Ű圭	,	is closed in a 
multiplication, then 	, is a sub group of	
. 

UNIT II 

1) HK is a subgroup of G if HK is a subgroup of G if and only if HK=KH. 
2) The subgroup N of G is  a normal subgroup of G if and only if every left coset of N in G is a right 

coset of N in G  
3) If H and K are finite subgroup of G of orders O(H) and O(K) respectively, then 

                  O (HK)=譬纵脾邹譬纵匹邹譬纵脾∩匹邹 

4) If H and K are subgroup of G and O(H)>税关纵
邹, O(K)>税关(
) then, H∩K ≠(e) 

5) If G is a group, N a normal subgroup of G, then 啤屁 is also a group.  

6) Show that every subgroup of an abelian group is normal. 
7) If  Ф is a homomorphism of G into Ḡ, then  

1. Ф(e) = ē, the unit element of Ḡ 
2. Ф(x-1)=Ф(x)-1   for all X€G 

8) If Ф is a homomorphism of G into Ḡ with Kernel K, then K is a normal subgroup of G. 
9) Fundamental homomorphism of theorem. 
10) Cauchy’s theorem  

UNIT III 

1) Every permutation is a product of a cycle. 
2) Every permutation can be uniquely repressed as a product of disjoint cycles. 



3) Every permutation is a product of 2 – cycle. 
4) If T: S→S , x € S, x € S, then x I is the  image of x under I. 
5) If G is a group then A(G), the set of of automorphism of G, is also a group.  

6) I(G)≈啤拼 where I(G) ia a group inner automorphism of G and Z, is center of G. 

7) Let G be a group and of an automorphism of G if a € G is of order O(G) >0 then O(Ф(a)) =O(a). 
8) State and prove cayley’s theorem. 
9) If G is a group, H is a subgroup of \G and S. The set of all right cosets of H in G, there is a 

homomorphism O of G into A(S) and the Kernel  of O is the largest normal subgroup of G which 
is contained in H. 

10) Define : Inner automorphism, automorphism. 

UNIT IV 

1. If R is  a ring then for all a,b€ R. 
v a. 0 = 0.a = 0 
v a(-b)= (-a)b = -(ab) 
v (-a)(-b)= ab 

If in addition and has a unit element, Then  

v (-1)a = -a,  
v (-1)(-1)=1 

2. A finite integral domain is a field. 
3. If Ф is a homomorphism of R into R’, then 

v Ф(0) = 0 
v Ф(-a) = -Ф(a) ɏ a € R. 

4. If Ф is a homomorphism of R into R’ with Kernel I(Ф)then   
· I(Ф) is a subgroup of R under ‘ +’ 
· If a € I(Ф) r € R then both ratar are in I (Ф). 

5. The homomorphism Ф of R into R’ is an isomorphism if and only if I(Ф) = 0. 

6. If U is a ideal of the ring R then片漂 a ring and is a homomorphism image of R. 

7. Let R,R’ be rings and Ф is homomorphism of R into R’ with Kernel U . Then R’ in isomorphic 

to 片漂  more over there is a one – one correspondence between the set of ideal of R’ and set 

of ideal of R which contained O. This correspondence can be achieved by associating with an 

ideal ‘U’ in ‘R’ the ideal w in F defined by  W= { x€ R}/ Ф(x) € O’}, If W defined 片票 in a 

isomorphic to 片烛票烛 
8. If R is a commutative ring with unit element and M is an ideal of R. Then M is maximum ideal 

of R if 片僻 is a field. 

9. Every interval domain can be imbedded in a field. 
10. Let R be the Euclidean ring and let ‘A’ be an ideal of R. Then exists an element  ao€ A such 

that A consist exactly of all aox where x rang over R. 

 



UNIT V 

1) Let R be a commutative ring with unit element whose only ideals are (O) and R itself. 
Then R is a field. 

2) If R is a commutative ring with unit element and M is an ideal of R 

         M is maximum ideal of R if 片僻 is a field. 

 
3) Every integral domain can be imbedded in a field.  
4) Explain – Euclidean ring. 
5) Let R be the Euclidean ring and Let ‘A’ be an ideal of R Then exists an element a0 € A 

such that A consists exactly of all a0 x where x ranges over R. 
6) A Euclidean ring possess a unit element. 
7) Let R be a Euclidean ring the any two elements a and b in R have greatest common 

divisor d more over   d= λa+μb for some λ,μ € R. 
8) Let R be an integral domain  with unit element and suppose that for a , b € R both 频贫 and 贫频 are true. Then a=ub , where u is a unit in R. 

9) A element a in a equident ring FR is a unit if and only if d(a) = d(1). 
10) Let R be an equident ring then every element in R is either a unit in R (or) can be written 

as the product of a finite number of prime element of R. 

 



Modern Algebra 

K4 Level Questions 

UNIT I 1. There is a one-to-one corresponding between any two right co-sets of H IN	*. 
2. If *	is a group , then  a. 馆ℎȖ	IıȖNI�	Ȗ顈ȖhȖN	f¢	*	I滚	 NIT Ȗ	 

b. âŖȖ̜�	逛∈ *	ℎ逛滚	逛	 NIT Ȗ	INŖȖ̜滚Ȗ	IN	* 
c. ¢f̜	ȖŖȖ̜�	逛∈ *, (逛能囊)能囊= 逛 
d. ¢f̜	逛顈顈	逛,瑰	 ∈ *, (逛.瑰)能囊= 瑰能囊.逛能囊	 

3. The relation 逛≡瑰	hfı	寡	is an equivalence relation and define cyclic sub group. 
4. State and prove	顈逛龟̜逛N龟Ȗ	ℎȖf̜Ȗh. 

5. Let * be the set of all real 2 × 2 matrices �逛 瑰规 ı祖 where  逛ı− 瑰规≠ 0 is a rational number. 

Prove that *	forms a group under matrix multiplication. 

UNIT II 

1) Verify the following three facts. 
1. G≈G 
2. G≈G* implies G*≈G 
3. G≈G*, G*≈G** implies G≈G** 

2) Given an example of a group G, subgroup H, and an element a€G. such that aHa-1CH  but aHa-

1≠H. 
3) Show that the intersection of two normal subgroup of G is a normal subgroup of G. 

4) If G is a finite group and N is a normal subgroup of G, then O(啤屁)=譬(啤)譬(屁). 
5) If Ф is a homomorphism of G into Ḡ with Kernel K, then K is a normal subgroup of G. 

UNIT III 

1) Every group is isomorphism to a subgroup of A(S) for some appropriate S. 
2) Prove : O(Ф(a))= m= O(a). 
3) Every permutation is a product of 2 – cycle. 
4) If T: S→S , x € S, x € S, then x I is the  image of x under I. 
5) If G is a group then A(G), the set of ofautomorphism of G, is also a group.  

UNIT IV 

1. Let R be a Euclidean ring then any two elements a and b in R have greatest common divisor 
d more over d= λa + μb for some λ,μ € R. 

2. Let R be a Euclidean ring then every element in R is either a unit in R or can be written as the 
product of a finite number of prime elements of R. 

3. Let R be a Euclidean ring suppose that for a,b,c € R , 频贫) but (a,b) = 1. Then 频). 

4. J[i] is aneuclidea ring. 



5. If U is a ideal of the ring R then片漂 a ring and is a homomorphism image of R. 

UNIT V 

1) Let R be equident ring suppose that for abc € R 频贫) but (a.b) =1 then 频). 

2) If π is a prime element in the equident ring R and 气频贫 where ab €R. Then π divides atleast 

one of a or b. 
3) State and prove unique factorization theorem. 
4) The ideal A = a0 is a maximum ideal of the equident ring R. if a0 is a prime element R. 
5) J[i] is an Euclidean ring . 

 

 

 


